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THE AGC GROUPS & ADPARTNERS BRANDS & TO FORM A FRENCH LEADER
WITH AKUIT
IN TAILOR MADE PORTING

Paris, Washington DC, 10.10.2019, 00:41 Time

USPA NEWS - The AGC groups (AGC and ADPARTNERS brands) and Akuit are getting closer to forming a French leader in tailor-
made pay porting From tomorrow, they will use their operational synergies to support freelancers who will benefit from a network of
agencies located in Paris and Regions and complementary expertise-professions in different sectors of activity in France and
internationally .

The AGC groups (AGC and ADPARTNERS brands) and Akuit are getting closer to forming a French leader in tailor-made pay porting.
From tomorrow, they will use their operational synergies to support freelancers who will benefit from a network of agencies located in
Paris and Regions and complementary expertise-professions in different sectors of activity in France and internationally . AGC /
ADPARTNERS and Akuit share common values “‹“‹of proximity, responsiveness and personalized commitments to consultants and
their corporate clients. Recognizing that freelancers entrust them with their clients and their fees, they have strict requirements in
terms of transparency and ethical and financial rigor.
AGC / ADPARTNERS and Akuit are members of the PEPS (Professional Syndicate of the Portage Salarial) and are obliged to

respect a code of ethics. They aspire to become a major player and unavoidable portage salary in France.
 ABOUT THE AGC GROUP-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Specialized in wage porting since its creation in 1998, the AGC group (AGC and ADPARNTERS) is deployed in the country, strongly

anchored in the local economic fabric. It has specialized subsidiaries and sites based in Marseille, Aix en Provence, Manosque,
Toulouse, Dax, Bordeaux, Lyon and Paris. It is backed by PROMAN, the first French family player and independent of Human
Resources, which achieved a turnover of around 2 billion euros in 2018.
 ABOUT AKUIT GROUP :
Also specialized in the portage salary, it was founded in 2001 by Gaëlle Muller in order to share his experience in contract negotiation

and business development with his knowledge of the telecom sector, then affected by the crisis.
Located in the Paris region, it pays and accompanies hundreds of independent consultants seconded in France and around the world.
It has specialized subsidiaries, including one certified in the field of Vocational Training. The new group formed by the merger of these
banners employs more than 700 independent consultants and expects to achieve a turnover of more than 22 million euros excluding
taxes in 2019. Source AdPartners.
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